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The transformation from public to private ownership of real property in

China provides a test case for theories on the relationship between vari-

ous property rights schemes and transaction costs. This paper examines

the Chinese takings law and its role in economic development. The Chi-

nese takings law was formed before the Property Code, which will take

effect on October 1, 2007. The purpose of the Chinese takings law is to

lower transaction costs, and thus increase economic efficiency. Judged

by the government’s standards, the takings law has successfully served

the government’s purpose. However, from the private owners’ perspec-

tive, the law is grossly unfair. In a rash of takings across China, private

owners are denied proper compensation, due process protection, and ac-

cess to justice. In extreme cases, owners have been violently evicted

from their homes.

The objective of this paper is to bring attention to the social cost asso-

ciated with the exercise of eminent domain powers, the importance of
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which has been largely ignored by the Chinese government and scholars.

Comparing Chinese takings law with those in the United States and Sin-

gapore, this research shows that the current takings law in China has ac-

tually increased, rather than decreased, transaction costs. The reason is

that the current law has failed to take into account the social costs.

Part 1 of the paper traces the different treatments of private ownership

of urban homes since 1949. It explains how and why the Chinese gov-

ernment dramatically changed its attitudes towards private property be-

cause of the different ideological beliefs to which it subscribed. In Part 2,

the paper examines the serious problems associated with the current

takings law in China, and provides a detailed analysis of the three ele-

ments of the takings law: public purpose, compensation, and due process

of law. Part 3 briefly examines the takings laws of the United State and

Singapore. China is not alone facing the tension between the protection

of private ownership and the need for further economic development.

The purpose of the comparative analysis is to provide new perspectives

into the debate about how the takings law should be structured. This sec-

tion also compares the administrative costs of takings among the three

jurisdictions. Finally, the paper concludes that the low costs of imple-

menting takings in China have contributed to the massive abuse of gov-

ernment powers, which has substantially increased social costs.

I. THE FATE OF PRIVATE HOUSING IN CHINA

Private ownership is the prerequisite for takings to be an issue. Three

decades ago, China hardly had to face takings problems. The reason is

that most urban real property was owned by the whole people, who “en-

trusted” their property to the Government. As the de facto owner, the

Government had absolute power to use public property at will. Since the

1980s, the Chinese government gradually accorded private ownership of

urban housing, because it believed that private property rights were a

driving force for economic growth. But the government soon began to

take privately owned homes back and give them to commercial develop-

ers whom it believed better suited for further economic expansion. In

competition with the government-backed commercial developers, private

property owners have constantly lost the battle for protecting their prop-

erties.
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1. The impact of Marxism on Urban Housing in the 1950s

China’s early policy on private ownership of urban housing was based

on Marx’s On Capital.1 According to Marx, private land ownership and

private home ownership were different in nature and thus should be

treated differently after the Proletarian Revolution. The reason that land

owners were able to extract rent was merely because they occupied a

piece of natural resources. Yet, the owner has neither made significant

contributions to improve his property, nor taken any risks in generating

profits from his land. 2 Therefore, private land ownership served the very

basis for pure exploitation.3 Unlike private land owners, however, home

owners made substantial contributions to their properties. The rent in-

come that home owners received from tenants represented a return in the

form of interest and amortization from their investments.4 Accordingly,

Marx concluded that private land ownership should be eliminated,

whereas private home ownership should be recognized after the Proletar-

ians took power.

In formulating the early laws and policies on urban housing, the Chi-

nese government followed the Marxist doctrine closely. On the eve of

the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, the government

publicly responded to a question concerning the nature of private rental

housing property in urban areas and how the government would deal

with the home owners. The reply, entitled “Policy on the Nature of Ur-

ban Housing and Rent” (hereafter, Housing Policy), was published in

The People’s Daily on August 12, 1949.5 In the Housing Policy, the gov-

ernment declared that urban housing was not a means of feudal exploita-
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tion. Therefore, it should not be subject to confiscation. This policy was

a tremendous relief to urban home owners.
In the Housing Policy, the government not only recognized the legiti-

macy of urban home ownership, but also delineated its understanding
and application of Marx’s theory regarding the distinction between rural
land ownership and urban home ownership.

It is important to note that, in the last part of the Housing Policy, the
government went beyond (or even became contradictory to) Marx’s the-
ory by arguing that recognizing private ownership was the only way to
motivate owners to maintain and increase housing supply.6 Private in-
vestment was crucial to meeting increasing demand for housing, because
the newly established government had no financial means to provide it.7

The government acknowledged that some cities failed to observe the dis-
tinction between rural land and urban housing.8 They either confiscated
private housing or arbitrarily set housing rent at extremely low levels.
Without property protection, home owners in those cities not only stopped
maintaining current housing, but also stopped investment in building new
houses. Consequently, the housing stock in those cities dwindled rapidly.
Both home owners and tenants suffered greatly from the radical mea-
sures.9

This line of analysis demonstrates that the government was still ratio-
nal to the extent that it heeded to the basic laws of economics about in-
centive and property rights at the early stages of the PRC history. How-
ever, that consciousness was soon replaced by the radical ideology that
viewed any form of private property as capitalistic, a remnant that should
be completely eliminated.10

2. State Managed Mandatory Leasing of Private Housing during

Socialism Transformation (jingzu)

The promises in the Housing Policy were only kept for six years

(1949-1955). When the so-called “socialization” was carried out, private

ownership was deemed an obstacle for developing a socially-planned
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economy. Private housing was not an exception. In the 1950s, private

housing accounted for the majority of urban housing in large cities such

as Beijing and Shanghai. The government became concerned over the

threat that the high proportion of private housing posted on the “social-

ization movement”. In 1955, the central government issued the “The

Opinions on the Current Situations on Private Housing and Opinions for

Socialization” (Hereafter, Opinions.)11 The Opinions were issued in the

form of government “red tape,” but it was widely regarded as an enact-

ment, under which a number of local rules on private housing were for-

mulated.12

Unlike the 1949 Housing Policy, the 1955 Opinions blamed private

owners and real estate brokers for the increasing rental prices and short-

age of housing construction. The major purpose of the Opinions was to

set up minimum housing quotas that private owners were entitled to oc-

cupy. Any space beyond the minimum standard had to be rented out to

the public at a state-set rate.13 This method was called “jingzu”, which

means state-managed mandatory leasing. Under the proposed system,

private owners were no longer free to decide how much to lease and at

what price, despite the fact that they still legally retained ownership in

their properties. All leasing activities were regulated and performed by

the government. In addition, the government confiscated empty lots and

easements owned by private parties in urban areas.14

It is clear that the government attributed the problems inherent in any

real estate market to private home ownership. While the government did

not abolish private home ownership all at once, to many home owners,

losing ownership was a clear forecast. After the Opinions were issued,

real estate prices fell sharply, resulting in frantic housing sales. Due to a

lack of buyers, some owners even demolished their houses and sold the

wood and bricks for other construction uses. The government’s goal for

increasing housing supply was clearly not achieved.
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Regardless of the negative result that mandatory leasing brought to

the housing market, local governments faithfully carried it out. In 1958, the

Beijing government released detailed rules on mandatory leasing,

which were followed by other cities nationwide.15 According to the

rules, private home owners were entitled to retain a base area of 15

rooms or 225 square meters for their own use or private leasing. Any

space beyond the base area was subject to mandatory leasing. Even

though the government did not take possession of private housing, it

acted as an agent for private owners exercising property rights, such as

entering contracts with tenants and collecting rent. Private owners re-

ceived 20% to 40% of the rent collected by the government.16 In the pro-

cess of carrying out mandatory leasing, some local governments deliber-

ately reduced the base area in order to gain more control of housing

units. In extreme cases, local governments disregarded the base area all

together. In some cases, private owners were required to pay rent for

their own bedrooms.17

3. Deprivation of Private Housing during the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution

While mandatory leasing seriously restricted private owners from ex-

ercising their property rights, private ownership was, at least in theory,

still legitimate. Owners were continuously paid nominal rent by the gov-

ernment for leasing their property to the public. However, when the Cul-

tural Revolution broke out in 1966, the already abridged private property

rights were deprived completely. Acting upon the Red Guards’ call for

eradicating the remnants of capitalist enterprises, the State Council is-

sued “the Report on Several Questions Concerning Finance, Trade and

Handicraft Industry” (“Report”) on September 23, 1966.18 The Report
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declared that all public and private jointly managed enterprises were to

be converted to state-owned enterprises. The state ceased paying divi-

dends on private securities. Even though the Report did not address man-

datory leasing, the state stopped payment of rent to private home owners

as well. Unlike the Housing Policy (1949) and Housing Opinions (1955),

which laid out the rationale behind the government actions toward pri-

vate housing, the Report offered no explanation for the actions. During

the lawless period, the Red Guards publicly humiliated intellectuals,

overseas Chinese and Party members belonging to disgraced groups, and

had their homes raided and confiscated. The seized properties were ei-

ther turned to headquarters of “revolutionary organizations”, or directly

occupied by family members of the Red Guards. As the legal system was

also seized by the Red Guards, there was no recourse for property own-

ers to seek relief. Under high political pressure, no one dared to argue

that housing was not a means of production and thus should be treated

differently from capitalist industry and commerce. As one of the “achieve-

ments” of the Cultural Revolution, private home owners, as part of ex-

ploiting class, were eliminated through violent means without any legal

basis. By the end of the 1970s, urban housing was predominantly owned

by the government.

4. Public Housing and Housing Shortage

Following the Soviet model, the Government eventually monopolized

its housing through socialization and the government became the sole

provider of public housing.19 As a part of a wide range of social benefits,

housing was allocated to workers with extremely low rents in urban ar-

eas. People living in rural areas, which made up approximately 90% of

the total population, were excluded from the benefit of public housing.
The concept of allocated housing with a nominal rent sounded appeal-

ing to many people, especially those who paid a considerable portion of
their income for homes in the West. However, public housing was not
only hard to obtain, but also of low quality. The main reason for this is
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that the state viewed housing as a non-productive means, which could
not contribute to economic growth. “Putting production first, housing
second” was a common political pledge everywhere from oil fields to in-
dustrial zones during the pre-reform era.20 Thus, housing construction
and maintenance was not the government’s priority. As a result, the
state, as the major source of housing development, was reluctant to in-
crease production in the housing sector. The average living space per ca-
pita had dwindled from 4.5 square meters in 1949 to 3.6 square meters in
1979.21 In addition to inadequate investment, the rapid population in-
crease during this period also triggered the housing shortage.22 It was not
uncommon for two or even three generations of a family to live in one
flat with less than three bedrooms. In 1982, an estimated 1.89 million
families with three generations shared space in flat units.23 The living
conditions in the overcrowded public housing were intolerable. In order
to create more space with limited state investment, designers had no
choice but to leave out “luxury” items in residential housing. A survey in
the early 1990s revealed that nearly 60% of public housing was not
equipped with private toilets and kitchens due to the high cost of instal-
lation.24 In summary, the problems associated with the pre-reform hous-
ing policy were a result of scarcity of supply, low standards, and poor
maintenance.25
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5 Housing Reform and Private Ownership

The traditional housing distribution system was neither fair nor

cost-efficient. It was stretched to the brink of bankruptcy. Soon after

general economic reforms began, the Central Government contemplated

an overhaul of the public housing system. After experimenting in several

middle-sized cities, housing reform was gradually carried out across the

nation in the mid 1980s. Generally, the aim of the reform was to privatize

public housing.26 However, the privatization campaign was not success-

ful in the first phase of the reform. Only a small number of workers were

willing to purchase public housing, despite that the prices were as low as

one-third of construction costs. The failure of the reform was largely at-

tributable to poorly defined property rights and a lack of a functional real

estate market.

As reform progressed, ambiguous property rights began to emerge as

a major legal hurdle for property sales. The government was reluctant to

award full ownership of the housing purchased during the reform. When

residents were considering buying public housing, their primary concern

was whether they could actually “own” (right to occupy, to use, to profit

and to dispose of) their homes.27 For many, the appropriation of private

property after liberation was a fresh memory. In the absence of explicit

legal guarantees, it was difficult to convince workers to invest savings to

purchasing homes. These concerns were not unreasonable. In the first

phase of the reform, ownership of housing sold at a discounted price was

largely curtailed.28 For example, according to the Yantai model rules,

workers who purchased public housing at a discounted price were only
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given the right to use and inherit. They were not allowed to transfer,

rent, give or mortgage their homes. If it was necessary to sell, the hous-

ing was to be sold back to the original work unit at the purchase price

less depreciation value.29 These promises did not generate adequate in-

centive for residents to invest in housing.

The major rise in home sales came after the State Council issued “The

Decision on Deepening Urban Housing Reform” in 1994.”30 According to

the Decision, Public housing was sold either at market price for high in-

come families or prices based on construction costs for middle and low in-

come families. Workers who purchased housing at market price had full

ownership of the housing, including the right to use, inherit, profit and dis-

pose of. Workers who purchased housing at prices based on construction

costs had limited ownership, which included the right to use and inherit

and limited rights to profit from the housing. After five years from the

purchase of a house based on the price of construction costs, the owner

was allowed to sell on the housing market as long as the land use fees and

taxes were paid in full. Any proceeds from the sale were split between the

owner and the work unit, which originally provided subsidies according to

a predefined rate.31 In sum, the higher the price paid at the time of pur-

chase, the broader the ownership awarded. The provisions on ownership

were fair and pragmatic. To some extent, the Decision was modeled after

the British Housing Act of 1981, which dealt with a similar situation in the

process of privatizing public housing in the United Kingdom.32

The results of the housing and land reforms were profound. Both pri-
vate home ownership and per capita living space increased dramatically.
By the end of 2002, more than 72% of residential housing was privately
owned.33 By a different calculation, some scholars speculated that the ac-
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tual number could be as high as 81.55% in 2004.34 The average living
space per capita in urban areas increased more than 6 times, from 3.6
square meters in 1979 to 23.7 square meters in 2003.35 Among all the
provinces and large cities (excluding Hong Kong and Taiwan), Shanghai
residents enjoyed the largest living pace per capita, which reached to
29.35 square meters by 2003.36 According to the same survey, Beijing
ranked third, with an average living space of 24.77 square meters.37

6 Urban Land Ownership and Land Reform

Parallel with the housing reform, land reform was initiated in the early

1980s. Because land in China is owned either by the state or by collec-

tives, individuals who purchased housing during the housing reform had

no rights to own or transfer the land underneath the home. Therefore,

land reform was of particular importance to the housing reform.

According to the Constitution, all urban land is own by the State.

Land in rural areas is own by agricultural collectives. Individuals are not

entitled to own land. According to the Law of Land Administration, the

land department under the State Council is responsible for land adminis-

tration and supervision across the country.38

Urban land reform was prompted by the arrival of foreign investment

during the economic reforms. To benefit from foreign investment, the State
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People’s Republic of China (LAL)], art. 5.



Council changed its traditional way of allocating lands to State-Owned

Enterprises (SOE) based on need. In 1980, the State Council issued its

first piece of legislation on land use rights, which heralded the dramatic

changes of the land administration system in China.39 According to these

Regulations, when Sino-foreign joint ventures applied for land, they were

required to pay land use fees, regardless of whether the land was a new

tract or an occupied tract that was already used by the Chinese partner.

The fee included the cost of land surface readjustment, re-settlement for

laid-off workers, and other things such as easements and utilities. The land

use fee could also be counted as a share of contribution from the Chinese

partner to the joint venture. The land use rights were, however, not trans-

ferable.

The initial changes were inspiring. However, foreign investors soon

discovered that the non-transferable land-use right was inconvenient for

business transactions. Local governments also complained that it was dif-

ficult to monitor individual businesses after land-use rights were granted.

In addition, the non-transferable requirement was conducive to black-mar-

ket activities. To encourage foreign investment, this concern was ad-

dressed in the 1988 amendment to the Constitution. A clause was added to

Article 10 of the Constitution which recognized the legitimacy of transfer-

able land-use rights. Revised article 10 reads:

No organization or individual may appropriate, buy, sell or unlawfully

transfer land in other ways. The right to the use of land may be transferred

in according with law. (Emphasis added).

After the constitutional hurdle was cleared, the State Council enacted

the Interim Regulations Concerning the Assignment and Transfer of the

Right to the Use of the State-owned Land in the Urban Areas, which set

forth the scope and procedures for appropriating land-use rights and giv-

ing them to investors.40
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Based on the principles of separating land-use rights from land owner-
ship, the law extends land-use rights to companies, enterprises, organiza-
tions and individuals within the territory of China.41 This means that, not
only foreign investors, but also national economic entities and individu-
als are eligible to apply for land-use rights. Unlike previous laws, this
law allows land-use rights grantees to transfer, lease, and mortgage the
rights within the duration provided by law.42

Land-use rights are granted for a certain period of time according to

different types of uses:43 for residential use, 70 years; for industrial use,

50 years; for Education, Science and Technology, Culture, Sports use,

40 years; for commercial use, 50 years. In general, the grantor (the state)

does not have the right to reclaim the land-use right during the term of

the grant. However, under special circumstances, such as public interest, the

grantor may requisition the land-use rights through legal proceedings. If

this occurs, the grantor is required to pay compensation based on the re-

maining time of the land-use right term and the grantee’s investment in

the land.

In sum, only after the urban housing reform and land reform, residents

became real owners of their apartment homes. However, China’s home

owners do not own the land underneath their apartments. They only have

the right to use the land for up to 70 years.

II. BULLDOZING HOMES TO DEVELOP THE ECONOMY

The reason for housing reform is that the government was eager to shift

the burden of providing housing from the state to individuals. Individual

owners had indeed made substantial contribution to boot the housing in-

dustry. A few years later, however, commercial developers emerged as a

major force of the economic growth. In addition, local governments

heavily rely on commercial developers to take on urban renewal and other

local leaders preferred “image projects”, such as gigantic squares, sky-
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scrapers. As a result, the newly-become homeowners found that they were

no long in the government’s favor. In the tension between individual

homeowners and deep-pocketed developers, the government sides with the

latter.

1 Commercial Developers vs. Private Home owners

Economic development has led to a rapid growth in urban population
and expansion of urban construction projects. The 1990s witnessed
large-scale housing construction projects aimed at improving old urban
districts across the country.44 To make room for new developments, mas-
sive demolitions ensued. The demolition and relocation activities were
chiefly managed and financed by the local governments. In Beijing, for
example, the municipal government was responsible for the entire process
of city reconstruction, from allocating funds, relocating residents, and set-
ting compensation standards to providing resettlement housing. The initial
purpose of demolition and relocation was to improve the living conditions
of local residents.45 As a result, residents gladly waited for government ac-
tion to demolish their shabby flats, because they knew that they would
eventually be moved into larger and better apartment homes. The public
praised the government for its policy on urban reconstruction.46

However, the government’s funding of housing construction quickly
dried up. During the economic reform, commercial developers stepped in
to complete unfinished government projects after the state opened its
land-use and housing markets. Toward the end of 1990s, commercial de-
velopers played a prominent role in demolition and relocation activities.
However, this came with a heavy price tag for urban residents. Due to
the lack of uniform laws, policies on demolition and relocation favored
developers over residents. To cut costs and gain maximum returns, com-
mercial developers were reluctant to provide residents with compensa-
tion and relocation arrangements after demolishing old houses. In terms
of setting compensation standards and authoring forced evictions, resi-
dents began to see governments siding with developers. The tension be-
tween residents and developers became a source of dissatisfaction. Conse-
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quently, the public’s previously welcoming attitude became antagonistic
towards demolition and relocation projects. In 1995, the Beijing govern-
ment received a sharp increase of complaints filed by residents, whose
houses were taken away without proper compensation.47 In February
2000, 10,375 families together filed a class action lawsuit challenging
the government’s decision to demolish and relocate their homes, a sur-
prise to the government at the time.48

2. The Chinese Takings Laws

The tremendous harm inflicted on private owners can be directly
related to China’s fast economic development. The tension between resi-
dents and developers has seriously affected social stability. In order to
strike a balance between economic development and private property
protection, the Chinese lawmakers passed several laws to regulate gov-
ernment takings: (1) Article 13 of the Constitution; (2) Regulations on

Urban Housing Demolition and Relocations, 2001 (Regulations); (3)
“Urgent Notice on Diligently Carrying out Urban Housing Demolition

and Relocation, and Maintaining Social Stability” (the “Notice.”) 49 De-
spite the great importance that the Central government attached to takings
issues, the above laws and regulations are not fully enforced to protect
private property.

3. Problems with the Chinese Takings Laws

The Takings laws presuppose that government can take private prop-

erty without the owner’s consent. But that does not mean that the govern-

ment has unlimited power to utilize the power of takings. In the United
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States, the taking clause provides two limitations on the government, i.e.,

private owners are entitled to just compensation and the project has to be

for public use. The public use requirement limits the very scope of the

eminent domain power. “Government may compel an individual to for-

feit her property for the public’s use, but not for the benefit of another

private person. This requirement promotes fairness as well as security”.50

The purpose of the just compensation requirement is to spread the cost of

condemnations and thus “prevents the public from loading upon one in-

dividual more than his just share of the burdens of government”.51 In

China, the takings law also has the two basic requirements: public use

and just compensation.52 However, neither of the requirements imposes

meaningful restrains on government powers to take private homes for

economic developments.

A. Public Purpose

This research reveals that there is no single case in which a home-

owner has even attempted to challenge public purpose of a particular

government project. The reason is that “public interest” is an extremely

elusive term in Chinese law, which in practice grants the government the

absolute power to make decisions based on local leaders’ preferences.

“Public interest” has been interpreted far beyond the scope of traditional

for-public-use projects, such as highways, parks, or schools. Therefore, it

is not unusual for local governments to take private homes and handed

it over to commercial developers under the disguise of “public interest”. In

reality, every government action is deemed as for public purpose in China.

Therefore, individual owners, whose interest adversely affected by gov-

ernment decisions, simply do not have any cause of action to challenge

the purpose of the project. The court, which is an integral part of the

government, would not take such a case. Besides, very few lawyers are

willing to accept cases challenging government decisions. In sum, there
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is no legal remedy when government abuses “public purpose” require-

ment in the takings law.
Local leaders are under enormous pressure from the central govern-

ment to keep local GDP high, so that the overall economic growth could
stay on the fast track. Since local leaders are appointed by the govern-
ment at higher level, rather than elected by the local people, the local
leaders clearly know that their political fates hinge on how well they
could fulfill the wishes of higher officials. In recent years, the sole stan-
dard for evaluating a leader’s ability is local GDP. For example, as an
implied rule in Shandong Province, less than 17% GDP increase would
not bode well for a local leader’s political future.53 The frantic pursuit of
high GDP has resulted in many so called “image or legacy projects”, by
which leaders score high political credits needed for reappointment or
promotion. Therefore, gigantic shopping malls, industrial parks, sky-
scrapers, among others are on the top agenda of new leaders.

During their five years tenure, local leaders make every effort to
achieve high economic growth. The most efficient way to develop econ-
omy is to sell the land use rights of the best location in town to foreign
or domestic commercial developers. Due to historical reasons, the best
locations with utility lines and easy access to transformation are usually
condensed residential neighborhoods. In order to clear the way for com-
mercial developers, local leaders would first emphasize that the commer-
cial development is for local economy, which is for public use. For the
“bright future of the city”, the leaders would ask all residents affected by
the project to make scarifies by moving out in timely fashion, accepting
low compensation standards, being willing to relocate to remote subur-
ban areas. In case of resistance, the leaders would not hesitate to autho-
rize forced eviction order to make room for economic development. Un-
der the disguise of “public purpose”, the local leaders utilize all powers
in disposal to facilitate commercial development.

Zoning law could have put some effective restriction on local leader’s

urge to engage in wasteful “image” or “legacy” projects. In practice, how-

ever, the Urban Zoning Law of the People’s Republic of China is power-

less in preventing local leaders from frequently changing city blueprints

and selling land use rights to commercial developers.
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First, there is no effective restriction of government’s decision making

process. Under the current political system, the head of a city or a prov-

ince has the absolute power to make key decisions. The current zoning

law was enacted in 1989 and took effect in 1990. The purpose of the

zoning law is to rationalize limited urban land resources and maintain

continuity of urban construction and expansion.54 The law requires that

the State Council draw a plan for national land use and local govern-

ments draw their respective plans for local urban development.55 Accord-

ing to the law, the national plan is subject to the final approval by the

National People’s Congress.56 Likewise, local plans should be approved

by the Local People’s Congress at corresponding levels. In addition, lo-

cal plans are subject to approval by the government at a higher level. Cit-

ies with a population of over 10 million are required to submit their

plans to the State Council for approval.57 The reporting and approval re-

quirement is designed to hold local governments accountable for their

use of urban land. However, the system fails to achieve its intended pur-

pose. The main reason is that the People’s Congress is not an independ-

ent co-equal branch that could enforce meaningful supervision over gov-

ernment decisions. Despite its increasing status in recent years, People’s

Congress is still very weak in relation to the government. It is still be-

holden to the government for budget, essential supplies, and more impor-

tantly, appointments for key posts in the Congress. It is not uncommon

for a government official, whose continuous appointment as a governor

is barred by law,58 to assume the key position in the Congress. Being ap-

pointed as a head of the Congress is a comfortable step for government

officials towards a full retirement. Accordingly, the People’s Congress is

reluctant to second guess government decisions. Therefore, there is no

single case in which a local People’s Congress has rejected govern-

ment’s zoning plan or made substantial changes to it.
The second reason for failing to observe the Zoning Law is that the

income from the land sales is so great that it accounts for a substantial
part of local revenue. The national land sale income in 2006 reached 700
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billion Yuan (US$10 billion).59 Unlike tax revenue, the land sale income
is not subject to budgetary supervision.60 Therefore, land sale has be-
come the hottest item for local governments to make profit.61 Mr. Gang,
the head of legal department of the State Land Ministry once referred
land sale income as “Mayor’s pocked money,” because it can be used at
local leaders’ will without effective restraints.62 No city is willing to lose
competitive edge by imposing any zoning restriction on its ability to
profit from land use right sales. As a scholar pointed out, Zoning Law is
completely irrelevant when leaders make their decisions as to which
track to sell and for what purpose the land would eventually be put into
use, as long as the sale can increase local government’s pocket.63

In a recent open bid on July 24, 2007, the most expensive one-track
land sale took place in Changsha, the capital of Hunan province. Beichen
and Chengke Co. purchased a 156 acre track for 9 billion Yuan (US$1.18
billion).64 According to the report, the track will be use for building a
complex of a museum, a concert hall, a library and other commercial
amenities along the Xiangjiang River. The local government is responsi-
ble for land acquisition, demolition, relocation and resettlement. The
commercial developers are responsible for developing the track into
what the government called a “cultural Manhattan”, a signature project
for the City of Changsha. However, it is impossible to know how much
of the track will actually be used for the proposed public facilities. It is
highly unlikely for a commercial developer to act philanthropically by
building a non-profit complex on the entire billion-dollar worth track.
Once the purchase is complete, the developer has much leeway to decide
what to build on the tract. The true motive of the development seems ob-
vious to the local residence as the housing price in the surrounding area
has already gone up substantially.
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B. Compensation Issues

As discussed above, there is no room to challenge the public purpose

of a particular project. Therefore, the private owners whose homes have

been condemned for economic development are left with no choice but

to hope for fair compensation. However, these innocent hopes are often

dashed. Inadequate compensation has become the major source of con-

frontation between private owners and developers backed by local gov-

ernments. Despite strict regulations on official media, some tragic pro-

tests against low compensation standards have been reported by national

news outlets from time to time. In August 2003, Mr. Weng poured gaso-

line to himself and set a fire at the local demolition and relocation office,

which had forcefully evicted his family and demolished his home with-

out proper compensations.65 Mr. Weng burned to death. On September

15, 2003, Mr. Zhu set himself on fire in the Tiananmen Square in Beijing

protesting that the government took his house without adequate compen-

sation.66 Mr. Zhu was severely burned. On September 14, 2006, Ms. Xie

drank a bottle of pesticide in protest of the low compensation for her

house taken for the Hunan Agricultural University campus expansion pro-

ject.67

Having realized the serious social consequences as result of inadequate

compensation, the Central Government has repeatedly issued notices or

regulations demanding local governments increase compensation stan-

dards. In 2003, the Ministry of Construction issued the Guiding Opin-

ions on the Appraisal of Urban Housing Demolitions (the Guiding Opin-

ions). According to the Opinions, compensation for urban housing taken

for economic development purposes must be based on market value.

However, it is difficult for the affected residents to find accurate market
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information given the immaturity of the Chinese real estate market. Es-

pecially when an entire track of land with numerous home owners in-

volved is taken for commercial use, it is almost impossible to have a

comparable value of the houses. Acting upon developers’ request, local

governments often take advantage of information deficiency and deliber-

ately set low compensation standard in order to cut development costs.

Backed by the government, the developers often find various excuses to

deny private owners legitimate demand for compensation, as soon as the

demolition and relocation order is issued. Despite that the law requires de-

velopers to set aside funds for compensation and resettlement, very few

developers are willing to do so due to lack of enforcement mechanism.

Using outdated market value as compensation standards is another

way to lower costs. Yang’s case illustrates how the local government

took advantage of outdated rules and denied Mr. Yang, an owner of a

private enterprise, adequate compensation. In May 2002, Mr. Yang,68 the

owner of Meiting Chemical Company (Yang), received a demolition and

relocation notice from the Science Garden Development Company (the

Science Garden), which was affiliated with Jiangning Bureau of Con-

struction.69 After several rounds of negotiations, Yang and the Science

Garden failed to reach agreement regarding compensation and resettle-

ment. In accordance with the Regulations, Yang applied to Jiangning

Bureau of Construction for arbitration. On July 31, 2002, the Bureau of

Construction issued its arbitral decision, according to which the Science

Garden was to pay Yang RMB 1,350,000 (US$163,108) in compensa-

tion. The arbitration decision was based on the standards set forth in a

temporary local rule regarding urban housing demolition and relocation,

which was enacted 6 years earlier. If it had been based on the most cur-

rent Regulations enacted by Nanjing Municipality, the Science Garden

would have had to pay RMB 4,470,000, (US$540,070.) The difference

between the appraisals was RMB 3,120,000 (US$376,961.) Upset by the

Jiangning Bureau of Construction’s arbitral decision, Yang filed an ad-
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ministrative action with the Nanjing Intermediate People’s Court, claim-

ing that the local government failed to update its compensation rules in

line with the current rules of the Nanjing Municipality. Yang asserted

that the government’s omission was the direct cause of the loss sustained

by his company and requested that the appraisal be based on the current

standards.

The case received tremendous media attention across the country, be-

cause it was the first case, in which an individual sued the government for

failing to revise local compensation standards according to the laws at the

higher level. Legal scholars took the opportunity to discuss the importance

of legislative order and advocate the concept of judicial review. The vice

secretary of the Standing Committee of National People’s Congress com-

mented: “Citizens should have right to sue the government. They should

have the right to sue legislative institutions. If a law made by the legisla-

ture contradicts the constitution or basic law, citizens have the right to

make suggestions to the Standing Committee of the National People’s

Congress. These rights are conferred by the Legislative Law”. Despite the

excitement the case aroused in the media and among idealistic scholars,

the Court mechanically applied the law and dismissed Yang’s claim. The

court held that the outdated standards were enacted by the local govern-

ment without definite groups or individuals in mind. Therefore, the rules

were an abstract act, which fell outside the scope of the administrative re-

view according to the Administrative Litigation Law (ALL).70

Yet another problem with compensation is that property owners are

often taken advantage of in the complicated relocation arrangements.

According to the Regulations, private owners have a choice of being

compensated with lump sum money or with a new property of the same

size at a similar location.71 Since the compensation standards are usually

low and not enough for property owners to buy comparable housing,

many owners choose to be compensated with a new property. The Regu-

lations also provide that if the new property is larger than the condemned

housing (which usually the case), the owners need to pay the differ-

ence.72 The rules seem to be fair to both sides, but developers have their

own way to manipulate the rules.
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In order to persuade property owners to accept relocation package and

vacate the proposed site quickly, some developers promise much larger

property as compensation and offer very preferable price for the differ-

ence that owners need to pay. As a result, property owners happily ac-

cept the offer and sign the relocation and compensation agreements with

developers. While waiting for completion of the project, property owners

either find temporary housing by themselves with allowances paid by the

developers or live in transit housing provided by the developers. How-

ever, it takes several years, or even a decade for a project to complete.

By the time that the relocation housing is ready, the project management

has changed hands for several times. By law, the new developer is re-

quired to honor all the agreements between the initial developer and resi-

dents.73 In practice, however, there are cases where the subsequent de-

velopers set various hurdles that condemned property owners could

move in their long waited houses without paying additional a large

amount of money. In some cases, the developer put the relocation hous-

ing on sale at current market price.74 Mr. Lu’s ordeal illustrates the diffi-

culty that private owners are facing when enforcing long term contracts

with developers.75

Mr. Lu’s house was condemned for an urban renewal project in

Guangxi in 1996. His house was 29.56 sqm. According to the relocation

and compensation agreement, Mr. Lu was compensated with a new prop-

erty of 49.56 sqm at similar location. For the additional 20 sqm, the de-

veloper offered 1,800 yuan/ sqm. For fear of any later changes, Mr. Lu

notarized the agreement. After 11 years’ waiting, when Mr. Lu was about

the move his new property, the developer asked Mr. Lu to pay 2,800

yuan/sqm for the additional 20 sqm. The developer argued that the new

payment is due to the market price increase during 11 years. Mr. Lu now

is facing three choices: first, he could sue the developer in Court. Even

though Mr. Lu is likely to win the case in Court, it will take a long time

to get the issue resolved. The litigation costs might be well more expen-

sive the additional charges the developer requested. If there is a close
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connection between the developer and the Court, Mr. Lu might have to

wait in the judicial system longer then usual. The second option for Mr.

Lu is to petition the government through administrative channel. Since

the local media have already reported his ordeal, the local government

might take some actions. Again, if the developer has a strong tie with the

government, which is usually the case, Mr. Lu might not get a better solu-

tion than from the judicial system. Mr. Lu’s third choice is to pay the ad-

ditional charges as required by the developers. After spending 11 years in

transit housing after his property was taken, Mr. Lu deserves much better

treatment. However, none of the three choices sounds fair to him.

C. Forced Eviction and Due Process of Law

In the United States, scholarly discussion on government takings pri-
marily focuses on public use and just compensation requirements.76

Forced eviction is hardly a focus, because constitutional guarantees that
safeguard fundamental rights ensure that takings are carried out accord-
ing to the due process of law. In China, however, citizen’s basic rights
are not guaranteed to the same degree, despite the recent constitutional
amendments aimed at promoting individual rights, including private
property rights. As discussed in Part I, property ownership in China has
undergone dramatic changes in the less than 50 years of the PRC’s his-
tory, from private to public and back to private. After decades of com-
munist ideological influence, social disapproval of strong private owner-
ship is still prevalent. The deep rooted prejudice against private ownership
explains why the very first Property Code was met with strong resistance
from conservative scholars. While the National People’s Congress was
about to pass the Property Code after over a decade of preparation, Dr.
Gong, a constitutional law Professor at Beijing University, published his
influential (his opponents say notorious) open letter claiming that the
Property Code that would recognize the protection of private ownership
seriously violates the basic constitutional principle on public owner-
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ship.77 Because of Gong’s accusation, the Congress put the deliberation
of the law on hold for one year.78 The Code was finally passed in March
and will take effect in October 2007. Only with this background in mind
can one fully understand the reason why ordinary private owners are fac-
ing enormous difficulties in asserting their legitimate rights.

According to the Regulations, forced eviction may occur under two cir-
cumstances. First, if residents refuse to vacate their houses after reaching
an agreement with the developer regarding compensation, relocation, and
transitional period, the developer can petition the court for a forced evic-
tion order.79 Second, if residents and the developer could not reach an
agreement, the developer can petition for arbitration from the Demolition
Bureau, a government division in charge of demolition and reloca-
tion.80After arbitration, if the residents decide to appeal the arbitral deci-
sion and refuse to vacate their houses within the duration set in the arbi-
tration, the Demolition Bureau can issue a forced eviction order or the
Demolition Bureau can petition the Court for a forced eviction order.81

In practice, most of forced eviction cases happened under the second
circumstance. According to the Regulations, the Demolition Bureau is
the only entity that arbitrates disputes between residents and developers
with regard to compensation and resettlement. No residents trust Demo-
lition Bureau as an impartial arbitrator. The reason is that the Demolition
Bureau has already approved the compensation standard and resettle-
ment plan when granting the demolition license to the developer. It is
unlikely that the Demolition Bureau would rule against its own decision
in the arbitration. In addition, as a regular government division, it is im-
possible for the Demolition Bureau to be immune from external interfer-
ences, especially from officials who have close ties to developers. Ac-
cording to a 2001 survey of five cities, conducted by Professor Wang,
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the chance for a resident to win arbitration from Demolition Bureau was
only 0.03%.82

For residents, the consequence of losing in Demolition Bureau arbitra-

tion is disastrous. It means that they have to face an immediate forced

eviction either by the developer authorized by the Demolition Bureau, or

by judicial force. According to Article 16(2) of the Regulations, if resi-

dents are not satisfied with the Demolition Bureau’s decision, they may

appeal the decision to the People’s Court. However, the Demolition Bu-

reau’s decision is enforceable while the case is pending before the court.83

This means that even if residents win their case in court, their only remedy

is monetary damages. Injunctive relief has never been an option.

Forced eviction is often referred to as “savage eviction” or “violent

eviction” by Chinese scholars.84 Cutting off water and electricity, ver-

bally threatening residents, physically assaulting residents, and sending

thugs to break into homes, are among the various means frequently uti-

lized by condemners to drive residents away from their homes. Mr.

Howard W. French, a New York Times reporter, has this observation:85

Stories are legion in Chinese cities of the arrest or even beating of people

who protest too vigorously against their eviction and relocation. In one of-

ten-heard twist, holdouts are summoned to the local police station and re-

turn home only to find their house already demolished.

Mr. French’s description only catches a few glimpses of what hap-

pened during demolition process in China. There are even worse cases

than what he depicted above. Shanghai is the window of China’s moder-

nity, but few are aware of how much ordinary private owners have paid

for the development. On January 9, 2005, Yang Sunqin, the Deputy CEO

of Shanghai Chengkai Co. directed two staff, Wang and Lu, to set a fire

on Mr. Zhu’s home in order to evict the family. The fire quickly con-

sumed the building, in which Zhu’s elder parents were burned to death.
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Zhu and other family members fled from an attic window and survived.

Embarrassed by the incident, the government of Shanghai pledged full

investigation. 86 The three suspects were soon arrested. In August 2005,

The deputy CEO and one staff were sentenced to death with two-year

suspension. The other staff member was sentence to life imprisonment.87

Mr. Liu Yungeng, Deputy Secretary of Shanghai Municipality admitted

during a news conference that the conflicts between developers and

homeowners were the major source of social disconcert. Mr. Liu listed

the horrendous means the developers used to force out homeowners, in-

cluding, taking away stairways at night, smashing doors and windows,

cutting off water and other utility lines.88

Forcing residents out by all means necessary thrived because the prof-

its from the demolition projects outweighed all conceivable legal conse-

quences. In 2001, the Shanghai government decided to redevelop Maiqili

district, where Zhu and other 1,000 families lived. In order to gain the

residents’ support, the government issued two decrees promising that resi-

dents would move back to the same location after the project was com-

plete. The residents would need to pay a fair market value for the differ-

ence if their new houses are larger than the old ones. A year later,

however, without any explanation to the residents, the government sold

the tract to Chengke Co. for 265 million Yuan (US$ 40 million) for com-

mercial development, of which lucrative returns were ensured. Even

though the purpose of the development changed, the government still

waived Chengkai Co. the land right use fee in the amount of 79 million

Yuan (US$ 11 million). In sum, the Government and Chengkai Co were

the two big winners in this deal.89

Since the purpose of the project changed from urban renewal to com-

mercial development, the Chengkai had no obligation to build houses for
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the residents to move back. In essence, the government took back the

promises that it made to the residents after it sold out the project. Realiz-

ing there was no way to move back to the same location, the residents re-

fused to reach agreements with Chengkai and held out. To Chengkai, the

earlier it could clear the site, the earlier it would make profits. All means

justify the end.

III. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Economic development and large scale of takings sometimes go hand
in hand. China is not alone to face the tension between protection of pri-
vate property and the need to make room for further economic growth.
Whether be a developing or developed economy, government takings are
inevitable at various stages of economic development, as long as private
ownership is recognized as a legitimate right. However, the ways of car-
rying out takings vary greatly in different jurisdictions. The following
section provides comparative analysis of how takings laws in the United
States and Singapore could offer some useful perspectives for the Chi-
nese law makers.

1. United States

A. Public Purpose: From “narrow view” to “broad view”

Eminent domain is used for a “public use”. However, what constitute
a public use? In the United States, it is very difficult to define “public
use” in a precise and fixed form.90 The concept of “public use” has been
interpreted differently throughout time in the United States.

In the colonial times, the taking of private property for public use
through the power of eminent domain was not controversial. The con-
cept of “public use” was, however, the subject of heated debates as the
government played an increasing role in facilitating commercial devel-
opment.91 For a century (1830-1930), the debates involved two opposite
points of view on how to construe “public use”—the “narrow view” and
the “broad view”.92 The so-called “narrow view” held that private prop-
erty taken through eminent domain must provide its intended use to the
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public.93 “The public must be entitled, as of right, to use or enjoy the
property”.94 The “broad view” maintained that “public use” included not
only uses that were directly beneficial to the public, such as roads, but
also uses to promote the general welfare and prosperity of the whole
community.95 Both approaches were embraced in early judicial deci-
sions, which rendered the eminent domain doctrine inconsistent and un-
predictable.96

In the 1910s, the U.S. Supreme Court began to reject the “narrow

view” in favor of the “broad view”, for it found the former to be an “un-

acceptable tool” in analyzing “takings” cases.97 Further, the Court be-

came increasingly deferential to Congress’s decision to utilize the power

of eminent domain for “public use”.98 This trend was reflected in a 1954

Supreme Court case, Berman v. Parker.99 In Berman, a redevelopment

project called for the appropriation of certain private properties in accor-

dance with a Congressional act. A private owner, whose department store

was in the condemnation area, challenged the constitutionality of the act

and sought to enjoin the condemnation. The owner argued that the con-

demnation was not for public use and violated his property rights because

the government intended to transfer the condemned property to another

private owner. The Court, after expressing its deference to the legisla-

ture,100 upheld the constitutionality of the act and confirmed the govern-

ment’s right to condemn the property, provided that the owner received

just compensation.101

In 1984, the Supreme Court once again demonstrated the “broad view”

approach and its deference to the legislature in another leading case Ha-

waii Housing Authority v. Midkiff.102 At issue in this case was the consti-
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tutionality of the Hawaii Land Reform Act 1967 (the “Act”). Under the

Act, lessees living on single-family residential lots owned by private

landowners were entitled to ask the Hawaii Housing Authority (HHA) to

condemn the property on which they lived. The Act was enacted to re-

duce the over concentrated land ownership in Hawaii. Pursuit to the Act,

the HHA conducted a public hearing and found that condemnation

would affect the public purpose.103 The landowners filed a lawsuit alleg-

ing the Act violated the public use clause of the Fifth Amendment be-

cause the condemned lands were taken from one private owner and

handed over to another. Citing Berman v. Parker, the Supreme Court re-

stated its deference to the local legislature stating, “The ‘public use’

requirement is thus conterminous with the scope of a sovereign’s police

power”.104 The Court then pushed the scope of “public use” even further

by stating that the mere fact that taking property from one private owner

and giving it to another does not “condemn that taking as only a private

purpose”.105 “[I]t is only the taking’s purpose, and not its mechanics, that

must pass scrutiny under the Public Use Clause”.106 The Court found

that the Act was constitutional, because it was enacted to “reduce per-

ceived social and economic evils” caused by the over-concentrated own-

ership in the Hawaii real estate market.107

The “broad view” approach has also found support in State courts.108

State governments are not immune from the influence of commercial de-
velopers and interest groups.109 To revitalize local economies, adding
jobs and collecting taxes,110 some states have stretched the “broad view”
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to the ex treme. In Poletown Neigh bor hood Coun cil v. City of De troit,111

the De troit Eco nomic De vel op ment Cor po ra tion con demned a low-in -
come Pol ish neigh bor hood con sist ing of pri vate homes, churches, and
busi nesses and trans ferred the tract of land to Gen eral Mo tors (GM) for
use in an as sem bly plant. The neigh bor hood as so ci a tion and sev eral res i -
dents in the af fected area brought a law suit chal leng ing the con sti tu tion -
al ity of us ing the power of em i nent do main to con demn pri vate prop erty
to boost the econ omy. The res i dents ar gued that this tak ing was for pri -
vate use in stead of pub lic use, de spite the in ci den tal ben e fit GM may
bring to the pub lic. The Mich i gan Su preme Court paid sim i lar def er ence
to the leg is la ture as the U.S. Su preme Court did in Berman v. Parker.
The Mich i gan court found that the leg is la ture was better suited to de cide
whether the use of em i nent do main met a pub lic need.112 Over two vig or -
ous dis sents, the court up held the va lid ity of the con dem na tion. Even
though the Poletown de ci sion was heavily crit i cized by le gal schol ars,113

the pre ce dent stood for over two de cades, dur ing which eleven cases fol -
lowed Poletown.114 The con tro ver sial case was fi nally over ruled by the
same court in a 2004 case, County of Wayne v. Hathcock,115 where pri vate
own ers suc cess fully blocked the city’s de ci sion to con demn pri vate lands
for de vel op ing a tech no log i cal park.

B. The Ke lo De ci sion

Af ter Midkiff, the Su preme Court did not re visit its view on the scope
of “pub lic use” for two de cades un til Kelo v. The City of New Lon don116

was brought to the Court in 2005. The cen tral is sue in Kelo was whether
eco nomic de vel op ment fell within the scope of “pu bic use”. Un like the
Midkiff court, which unan i mously held for the gov ern ment, the Kelo court
was sharply di vided. In a five to four de ci sion, the Court up held the
“broad view” ap proach es tab lished in Berman and Midkiff.
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The City of New London is located at the junction of the Thames

River and Long Island.117 Despite its superb location, the City’s econ-

omy was in decline for several decades. In 1998, the City’s unemploy-

ment rate was nearly double that of the state and its population reached a

record low. To revitalize the City’s economy, the State authorized the

New London Development Corporation (NLDC), a private nonprofit en-

tity, to draw up redevelopment plans. The State issued multi-million dol-

lar bonds in support of the NLDC’s planning activities to create Fort

Trumbull State Park. At the same time, Pfizer Inc. announced its plan to

build a $300 million research facility in the vicinity of the State Park.118

Both the City and the State saw Pfizer’s project as a catalyst to the area’s

rejuvenation. In order to facilitate Pfizer’s investment and other commer-

cial opportunities in anticipation of Pfizer’s arrival, the NLDC finalized

an integrated development plan. The plan required ninety acres of the

Fort Trumbull area to be condemned for the project. Petitioners owned

properties within the Fort Trumbull area.119

The petitioners raised several arguments. First, they argued that the
Court should adopt a new bright-line rule that disqualifies economic de-
velopment as “public use”.120 The Court rejected the petitioners’ claim
by reaffirming the pivotal role of the government in revitalizing the local
economy. The Court held that promoting economic development is a tra-
ditional government function.121 After comparing to Berman, Midkiff and
other cases, the Court concluded that Kelo is indistinguishable from pre-
vious cases. It held that “there is no basis for exempting economic devel-
opment from our traditionally broad understanding of public purpose”.122

In the decision, Justice Stevens emphasized that the development plan
was “carefully considered”, and there was no evidence of an illegitimate
purpose.123

Then the Petitioners argued that using eminent domain for economic

development blurred the boundary between public and private takings.124

Citing Midkiff and Berman, the Court reasoned that the government’s re-
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development projects would often benefit individual private parties, no

matter whether the project is carried out either by the government itself

or by a private entity.125 The Court held that “[t]he public end may be as

well or better served through an agency of private enterprise than

through a department of government”.126 Finally, the petitioners argued

that the court should require a “reasonable certainty” that the expected

public use would actually succeed.127 The Court reiterated its long held

deferential approach and declined to second-guess the efficacy of the

NWDL’s well-thought redevelopment plan.128 It also declined to con-

sider how the NWDL would eventually use the condemned property.129

The Kelo decision has drawn enormous criticism. Justice O’Connor,

joined by the Chief Justice, and Justices Scalia and Thomas, raised vig-

orous objection to the majority of the Court. In her dissenting opinion,

O’Connor accused the Court of abandoning its “long held, basic limita-

tion on government power”.130 She warned of the serious consequences

if the Court failed to exercise its necessary judicial check when one takes

property from A and gives to B.

Under the banner of economic development, all private property is now vul-

nerable to being taken and transferred to another private owner, so long as it

might be upgraded —i. e., given to an owner who will use it in a way that

the legislature deems more beneficial to the public— in process.131

O’Connor further pointed out that the Kelo decision made private and

public use indistinguishable, because it qualified economic development

takings as “public use”, as long as there were any incidental public bene-

fits from subsequent ordinary use of private property.132 In O’Connor’s

view, the decision renders the words “for pubic use” meaningless under

the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment.133
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C. Kelo Debate in China

American scholars may be surprised that the Kelo decision received
enormous fanfare from the Chinese media. Some scholars claimed that
the protection of property under the U.S. Constitution was all but an
empty promise.134 A few weeks after the decision, the China Real Estate
News, the official newspaper of the Chinese Construction Ministry, pub-
lished a long article about the Kelo case.135 Land Bureaus in major cities,
which have been plagued with a takings problem, posted a Chinese
translation of the Kelo decision on their websites with the subtitle, “Kelo
v. New London: How the U.S. Supreme Court deals with economic
takings?”136 The purpose of making the Kelo decision available from the
Chinese governmental agency’s news outlet is obvious: (1) it implies
that the United States is no better than China in protecting private prop-
erty; (2) takings for economic development is not only justified in China,
but also in the U.S.

The debate about the Kelo case among Chinese scholars is valuable
and healthy. However, these scholars seem to miss one crucial
point—why the U.S. Supreme Court took its deferential approach, that
is, let the New London Legislature decide the purpose of the takings. In
the Kelo decision, Justice Stevens emphasized that the development plan
was “carefully considered”, and there was no evidence of an illegitimate
purpose. To a large extent, the Court relied on the judgment of the local
government, which was duly elected and its decision was approved by
the local legislature.

In China, however, the local government is not elected by the people,

but appointed by officials at higher government. Consequently, local

leaders are accountable to governments at a higher level, not the local

people. When the central government sets a goal for rapid economic

growth, local leaders accomplish the goal by all means, with little con-

sideration for subsequent costs of such development plans. Local devel-
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opment plans are often made in haste and in secret, without consultation

with the local people. In theory, the local People’s Congress should have

the power to make the final decision on development plans. In practice,

however, the Congress is not independent from the central government.

There is not a single case where the Congress has disapproved a govern-

ment proposal.

At ideological level, private property is treated differently in the U.S.

and in China. In the United Sates, the origins of property can be traced

back to several schools of thought—natural rights, personal protections,

and economic utility.137 A natural right theory stems from John Locke’s

writings, which were very influential in early America. His works are

still widely studied and cited by many scholars. According to Locke,

property is a natural endowment that every member of a society deserves

to have. The right to property is a pre-social or pre-legal right coming

from God. Like the rights to life and liberty, the right to property should

not be subject to restriction by the state. The goal of a civil society is the

protection of property rights.138

The second school of thought asserts that it is vital to protect property

rights because they are closely connected with personal rights. Without

property rights, other rights are not possible. In a widely cited passage,

Justice Stewart depicts the correlations of property rights and other fun-

damental rights:

…the dichotomy between personal liberties and property rights is a false

one. Property does not have rights. People have rights. The right to enjoy

property without unlawful deprivation, no less than the right to speak or

the right to travel, is in truth a “personal” right, whether the “property” in

question be a welfare check, a home, or a savings account. In fact, a fun-

damental interdependence exists between the personal right to liberty and

the personal right in property. Neither could have meaning without the

other. That rights in property are basic civil rights has long been recog-

nized.139

This school of thought advocates strong property rights protection. If

property rights can be arbitrarily changed, other rights will be in jeop-

ardy.
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The third school of thought emphasizes the economic utility aspect of
property rights. As Posner points out, “legal protection of property rights
creates incentives to exploit resources efficiently”.140 The protection of
property rights is a practical means to achieve economic prosperity,
rather than the ultimate goal of a society. When the government believes
that property owners stand in the way of economic development, it will
change the existing rules to assign valuable resources to the presumed
efficient users. A typical example is exercising the power of eminent do-
main to facilitate economic development. This school of thought does
not invariably support strong property rights.

Each school of thought has merit. No single school is a dominant the-

ory that is universally accepted by American scholars. Instead, the com-

bination of these intellectual traditions has played an important role in

shaping the current American jurisprudence of property law.
In China, the economic utility theory underlies current property re-

forms. This is because the reforms are largely driven by the economic
need to foster private property rights, rather than the desire to protect in-
dividual freedoms. After several decades of communist rule, it is diffi-
cult for China to eradicate a deep-rooted ideology, which holds that the
state is the only source of individual rights. Natural rights theory is not
sensitive to the ears of the public or the intellectuals. Further, the theory
linking personal protections and property rights does not appeal to top
decision makers, because they focus more on social stability than indi-
vidual freedom. Naturally, the economic utility theory finds a large audi-
ence among Chinese decision-makers as well as scholars, who strive to
find a well-crafted theory to justify the means for economic growth.
Locke’s theory is rarely mentioned, let alone having influence in the law
making process.

2. Singapore

Turning a sleepy fishing village into an attractive international metro-
politan area in a span of three decades, Singapore has impressed the
world with its superb economic performance. Singapore has become a
model for many Asian countries striving for modernity and prosperity.
As a result, a great deal of literature is devoted to finding the causes of
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this economic miracle. However, very few scholars have examined the
mixed impact of the Singaporean takings law on the economic develop-
ment and social justice of the country. The problems that Singapore
faced in the 1960s bear striking resemblance to what the Chinese gov-
ernment is facing today. With over 75% of the population being ethnic
Chinese, Singapore shares a similar culture and tradition with China. De-
spite the differences in state structure and legal systems, the two nations
have taken similar paternalistic measures to maintain social order, in-
cluding public housing and compulsory land acquisition. (In the 1970s,
Singapore even imposed strict family planning in order to relieve the
pressure on the housing supply resulting from rapid population growth.)
Therefore, a study of the Singaporean takings law offers unique lessons
for China.

A. Public purpose

At the end of the Japanese occupation in the 1940s, Singapore’s econ-
omy was devastated. When the People’s Action Party (PAP) assumed
power in 1959, it faced the enormous challenge of rebuilding Singapore
from ruins. In order to maintain political power, the PAP focused on
practical ways to improve its citizens’ standard of living. The PAP made
public housing a top priority, because it viewed housing as “a crucial in-
gredient to immediate and lasting success”.141 To fulfill this campaign
promise, the PAP laid out a master plan to redevelop Singapore, which
required a large scale land acquisition.142

The major legal hurdle for land acquisition was the constitutional guar-

anty that prevented the government from taking private land without pay-

ing just compensation. Before 1965, the Malaysian Constitution was ap-

plicable to Singapore. Article 13 of the Malaysian Constitution provided:

(1) No person shall be deprived of property save in accordance with the law;

(2) No law shall provide for the compulsory acquisition or use of prop-

erty without adequate compensation.143
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In most democratic countries, just compensation is designed to pre-

vent the government from abusing the power of eminent domain. Singa-

pore had two options to pursue its redevelopment plan. One was to abide

by the Constitution, which meant that the government would pay just

compensation to owners whose properties were taken for public use. The

other was to eliminate the constitutional guarantee, so that the govern-

ment would have no limits when taking private property. The PAP chose

the latter. In the PAP’s view, compensation was an unjustified burden

for its redevelopment plan.144

In 1965, when Singapore separated from Malaysia, the PAP took ad-
vantage of the opportunity and proposed to exclude Article 13 in the new
Singaporean Constitution. Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, the founding
father of the modern Singapore state, expressed his deep concern that the
constitutional guarantee would bog down the acquisition process, and
thus hinder economic development.145 During a parliamentary debate on
whether Article 13 should be included in the new Constitution, Mr. Lee
made his view unequivocally:

We have specifically set out to exclude [Article 13]…Once we spell out

that no law shall provide for the compulsory acquisition or use of property

without adequate compensation, we open the door for litigation and ulti-

mately for adjudication by the Court on what is or is not adequate com-

pensation.146

Mr. Lee’s assertion was based on the lesson that the government
learned during the construction of the Jurong Industrial Site. In that pro-
ject, the government invested a considerable amount of state funds for
developing infrastructure. With the completion of the project, the value
of adjacent land went up rapidly. When the Jurong Industrial Site needed
to expand and build ancillary services, such as schools and hospitals, the
government had to pay hefty compensation to land owners according to
the previous law. In Mr. Lee’s view, had the government not developed
the industrial site, the value of adjacent land would not have appreciated.
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The government compensation at current market price was a windfall for
the property owners, who had contributed nothing. The enhanced value
was “created wholly by the expenditure of State funds”.147

Since the PAP was the dominate party in Singaporean politics, Mr.
Lee’s proposal to exclude Article 13 would surely be passed by the Par-
liament. Despite the fact that the Constitution has gone through various
changes in four decades, the current Singaporean Constitution has not
yet embraced any guarantee that is comparable to the Fifth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution.

Without constitutional constraints, the Parliament passed the Land
Acquisition Act (LAA) in 1966, which granted expansive power to the
government. Article 5 (1) of the LAA provided that private property can
be taken for the following purposes:148

Whenever any particular land is needed —

(a) for any public purpose;

(b) by any person, corporation or statutory board, for any work or an

undertaking which, in the opinion of the Minister, is of public benefit or

of public utility or in the public interest; or.

(c) for any residential, commercial or industrial purposes,

the President may, by notification published in the Gazette, declare the

land to be required for the purpose specified in the notification.

Article 5 (1) is so inclusive that any takings could fit in the scope. In
practice, it is impossible to challenge the purpose of government takings.
In Galstaun v. Attorney-General,149 the owner’s land was acquired for
the extension of a public road. The owner found that the extension pro-
ject was already finished when his land was acquired. As a result, the
owner brought an action to the court alleging that the government did
not actually use the acquired land for the road extension project as an-
nounced in the official gazette. Among others claims, the owner sought a
declaratory judgment that the purported acquisition was illegal on the
ground that the government had abused its power. The court emphasized
the government’s broad power conferred by Section 3 of the Land Ac-
quisition Act, 1960 and rejected the owner’s claim. The court reasoned:
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The government is the proper authority for deciding what a public purpose

is. When the government declares that a certain purpose is a public pur-

pose, it must be presumed that the Government is in possession of facts

which include the Government to declare that the purpose is a public pur-

pose.150

In Galstaun, the court made it extremely difficult for there to be sub-

sequent litigation over whether a particular taking is for public use. This

line of reasoning echoes the Berman case, in which the U.S. Supreme

Court asserted, “Subject to specific constitutional limitations, when the

legislature has spoken, the public interest has been declared in terms

well-nigh conclusive”.151 In Singapore, unfortunately, there are virtually

no limitations on takings, because the constitutional guarantee was

stripped away from the Constitution.

Basco Enterprises PTE LTD v. Soh Siong Wai152 is another case that

demonstrates that the public purpose doctrine in Singaporean law was in-

deed off limits. In this case, the appellant owned a colonial building,

Stamford House, located at the center of Singapore. The Urban Redevel-

opment Authority (URA), a government agency, condemned the build-

ing in 1984 for redevelopment. The owner was compensated at the 1973

market value. After the title was transferred to the URA, the owner

learned that the building was actually used for cultural preservation. The

façade of the building was preserved; the interior was used for retail out-

lets. The URA put the house on sale by open public tender at current

(1988) market value. The owner sued the URA, alleging that the URA

acted in bad faith when it acquired the building because its ultimate use

of the building was not for the alleged purpose. The owner also con-

tended that the URA acted ultra vires by taking private property for cul-

tural preservation, a jurisdiction of which exclusively fell in the realm of

another government agency.

The Court dismissed the owner’s claims and ruled in favor of the

URA. It is not clear whether Judge Keong read the Berman case. His rea-

soning strikingly resembled that in Berman. First, Judge Keong stated

that the building at issue should not be considered in isolation because
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the redevelopment project affected other buildings in the area. After con-

firming the broad ambit of urban redevelopment, the Court held that the

URA was the property agency to decide how to use the condemned

buildings. Second, Judge Keong was reluctant to second guess the gov-

ernment’s decision. He reasoned that “[i]t is not necessary for [the

Court] to decide the narrower point whether, if Stamford House had been

acquired alone for urban redevelopment”.153

B. Compensation

In Singapore, the compensation for condemned property is based on

market value. However, the meaning of market value is very different

from that in the U.S. The general rule in the U.S. is that the value of the

condemned property is fixed at the time the property is taken.154 In Sin-

gapore, the price is determined by the market value at either of the two

retrospective dates set in the law. If there is a difference between the val-

ues, the lower is applicable. This compensation scheme is laid out in

Section 33 of the Land Compensation Act (LCA),155 which provides:

Section 33. —(1) In determining the amount of compensation to be

awarded for land acquired under this Act, the Board shall... take into con-

sideration the following matters and no others:

(a) the market value —

(i)

(A) as at 1st January 1986 in respect of land acquired on or after 30th

November 1987 but before 18th January 1993;

(B) as at 1st January 1992 in respect of land acquired on or after 18th

January 1993 but before 27th September 1995; and

(C) as at 1st January 1995 in respect of land acquired on or after 27th

September 1995;

...

Whichever is the lower.

The objective of this provision was to ensure that property owners

would not be unjustly enriched by any government funded project. How-
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ever, the unfairness of this provision is evident in the decision of Collector

of Land Revenue v. Ang Thian Soo.156 At issue in this case was whether

the compensation should be based on the market value as of the retrospec-

tive date set in Section 33(1)(a)(i), or as of the date of acquisition. Based

on the former standard, Mr. Soo would only be paid $236,450, despite the

fact that he bought the house for $335,000. If the latter standard was appli-

cable, the compensation award would be as much as $670,000.
What made this case unique was that the construction of Soo’s house

was not finished until four years after the retrospective date for compen-
sation set in the law. Mr. Soo argued that the retrospective date was irrel-
evant in valuing his house because the house was not built, and thus it
did not have any market value at that time. In supporting his argument,
Soo cited two similar cases, in which owners were compensated accord-
ing to the values at the date of condemnation, because their houses did
not exist at the retrospective date. The trial court (the Board) accepted
Soo’s argument and ruled that the compensation should be based on the
date of acquisition and awarded Soo with $670,000 in compensation.
The Collector appealed the decision to the Appellate Court, which not
only overruled the trial court decision, but also the two cases that Soo
cited. The Appellate Court’s approach was straightforward. It literately
applied the original text of Section 33(1)(a), and concluded that Mr.
Soo’s argument was contrary to the express words of the law. It held that
the acquisitioned property should only be valued at the dates set in the
law, which is the lower, and no other factors should be considered. Con-
sequently, the only evaluation standard applicable in this case was the
lower of the prescribed market values. Therefore, the Appellate Court re-
duced the amount of the compensation from $670,000 to $ 260,000.157

This case has drawn heavy criticism from Singaporean scholars, be-

cause it runs afoul of the basic principle of the takings law commonly

recognized in the academia.158 The ruling in the Soo case obviously ren-

dered the property owner in a much worse situation. Professor Khulall

commented that the current scheme for compensation was unfair and

should be changed, because property owners in Singapore “w[ere] unrea-

sonably penalized when their property [was] condemned”.159
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In this day and age, when land values are generally rising, it is wrong both

in principle and in equity to award compensation on the basis of a retro-

spective date. It is abundantly clear that a dispossessed landowner cannot

get the equivalent in compensation what he is compelled to give up.160

Another distinct aspect of the Singaporean law regarding compensa-
tion is the so-called “set-off” provision.161 It is laid out in Clause (b) of
Section 33(1). This provision requires that the Board of Appeal take con-
sideration of any increase in the value of any other land of the owner in-
terested “likely to accrue from the use to which the land acquired will be
put.”162 In other words, this provision means that, if the new develop-
ment after the takings is likely to increase the value of the owner’s re-
maining property, the increased value (or betterment) should be set off
against the compensation for the condemned property.

The “set-off” clause has its origin in Section 7 of the English Land

Compensation Act of 1961, which provides:

Where the vendor retains any contiguous or adjacent land, the value of

which is enhanced by development carried out or proposed to be carried

out under the ‘scheme’, the betterment is to be set-off against the compen-

sation otherwise payable.163

The Singaporean law is more stringent than the English provision, be-
cause it does not require the owner’s remaining land to be contiguous or
adjacent to the condemned property. Any enhancement that the new de-
velopment would bring to the owner’s remaining property, no matter
where it is located, will be offset against the compensation for the part
taken.164

In practice, however, it is difficult for the court to apply the “set-off”

provision for two reasons.165 First, it is almost impossible to accurately

assess how much a new development project will enhance the owner’s
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remaining property. For a new project to be profitable, it usually takes

years, if not decades, to see the results. In reality, some projects may

seem promising, but fail in the end. Neither the owners, nor the Collector

can guarantee the success of the project. Second, suppose that the project

is successful, it still is difficult to ascertain in what way the project will

enhance the owner’s interests. The owner may be tangentially benefited

from the new development as is the public. It would be unfair to count

the general benefit against the compensation for the owner’s condemned

property.

C. Not a model for China

Tourists are fond of the views of skyscrapers, which symbolize Singa-

pore’s modernity and prosperity. Scholars enjoy touting sharp growth

charts and persuading developing countries to copy the same model—pur-

suing an economic miracle at minimum costs. Very few, however, have

frankly focused on the tremendous social costs associated with the making

of so called “miracles,” the negative impact of which may not be immedi-

ately seen.

Suppressing individual freedom and denying property owner’s just

compensation have a devastating impact on the public. It is a miscalcula-

tion when social costs are not taken into consideration. As a commenta-

tor noted:

The omnipresence of a paternalistic government indicates that [Singapore]

is in danger of losing its soul. In a world where personal freedoms often

give fundamental definition to one’s existence, the leadership of Singa-

pore appears bent on subordinating such freedoms in favor of its national

agenda aimed at economic success.166

Singapore’s economic achievement is undeniably impressive. The

Singapore model sounds appealing to many leaders in China, who are

striving to achieve visible results during a short period of time, usually

within a five-year tenure. However, the questionable means that the Sin-

gapore government utilized to reach the end would not do any good for

China in the long run. Social riots and other serious problems demon-
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strate that China cannot afford to ignore social justice during its course

of economic growth.

3. Transaction Costs for Eminent Domain Compared

Using the criterion suggested by Merrill,167 the following table sum-

marizes administrative costs (AC) for enforcing eminent domain powers

in China, United States and Singapore.

Administrative Costs for Eminent Domain (AC) U.S. China Singapore

1. Costs to lobby the legislature to grant the power
of eminent domain

high none none

2. Procedural costs required by the Constitution,
including drafting and filing formal judicial com-
plaints and service of process on the owner

high very low low

3. Costs associated with professional appraisal
services

high very low low

4. Costs for the guarantee of condemnees’ rights,
including public hearings on the condemnation’s
legality and the amount of compensation required

high very low low

5. Costs of a lengthy lawsuit high very low low

As indicated in the table above, the Chinese government has the sole

power to draw development plans without public consultation. It even has

the power to redraw zoning maps to legitimatize a particular development

project. The government deliberately sets property value low in compen-

sating property owners. Property owners are not entitled to a genuine pub-

lic hearing process before takings. Owners do not have effective means of

challenging government decisions. Property owners are often forced to

move without proper notice. The consequence of all of this is that the Chi-

nese government has a broader ability to use eminent domain procedures

than the U.S. Based on Merrill’s criterion, with some modifications. The

following diagrams show how the Administrative Costs in China is sub-

stantially lower than that in the U.S. The implication of the low adminis-
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tra tive cost means that the Chi nese or Singaporean Gov ern ment is more
likely to abuse em i nent do main power than the U.S.

IV. CONCLUSION: IDEOLOGY, REALITY AND TRANSACTION COSTS

As Dr. North ob served, “the ‘re al ity’ of a po lit i cal-eco nomic sys tem is 
never known to any one, but hu mans do con struct elab o rate be liefs about
the na ture of that ‘re al ity’—be liefs that are both a pos i tive model of the
way the sys tem works and a nor ma tive model of how it should work”.168

The case of ur ban hous ing own er ship stud ied by this pa per pro vides sup -
port for Dr. North’s as ser tion. Since the es tab lish ment of the Peo ple’s
Re pub lic of China in 1949, ur ban home own er ship, as with other prop -
erty rights, has gone through dra matic changes—from pri vate to pub lic
and then back to pri vate own er ship again. Un der ly ing these changes are
var i ous ideo log i cal be liefs to which the Communist-led government
subscribed at different times. 
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In its first three decades, the government faithfully practiced Marx-

ism. Consequently, abolition of private property was on the top of the

government’s agenda.169 Following a Soviet model, the government im-

plemented Marxism in every aspect of social and economic life. Private

land was confiscated and landlords were either imprisoned or executed.

Even though the government briefly allowed private ownership of urban

housing for pragmatic reasons, it quickly claimed private housing as an

obstacle for building the socialist economy. In the late 1950s, the gov-

ernment began the so-called socialization movement with a goal to elim-

inate the private economy. During that period, private housing owners

were forced to lease their houses at reduced prices set by the govern-

ment. By the late of the 1960s, when the “Cultural Revolution” broke

out, private home ownership ceased to exist. By using formidable means,

the government carried out massive appropriations of private property

without compensation and due process. The lawless takings inflicted se-

rious injustice, but it did accomplish the government’s purported goal:

transforming private ownership to public ownership. Apparently, the jus-

tification for the takings was Marx’s assertion that public ownership was

superior to private ownership. Public ownership was the very basis of a

planned economy, which was perceived as the only way to maximize

productivity. After the transformation, the government was the sole

source for urban housing. Public ownership did not increase productiv-

ity. The government fell far short of achieving its goal of providing free

housing for everyone. The allocation system was neither fair nor effi-

cient. Further, the government experienced severe financial constraints

because of the housing expenditure. All of this proved that the public

housing system was a complete failure.

The second overhaul of the property institution took place in the late

1970s, when Mr. Deng Xiaoping initiated economic reforms. These

changes were based on the belief that public and private ownership were

not mutually exclusive. Drawing from the experience of developed econo-

mies, Deng was convinced that private ownership could facilitate eco-

nomic growth more than public ownership. In order to reach a broad con-

sensus, Deng launched a public campaign—“finding truth from facts”.
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During the campaign, Deng articulated his famous “Cat Doctrine” (a cat

is good if it catches mice no matter whether it is black or white). The im-

plication of the “Cat Doctrine” was that the line between private owner-

ship and public ownership was no longer a necessary one. The ideologi-

cal shift from Marxism to “Marketism” heralded a new era in China.

Subsequently, the People’s Congress made a series of constitutional

changes that gradually recognized the legal status of private property.

Against this backdrop, the government began urban housing and land re-

forms.

As previously discussed, the unique aspect of the housing and land re-

forms is that housing owners do not own the land underneath their

houses. The driving force for the land reform is the government’s desire

to attract foreign investment and profit from the sale of land use rights.

However, the impact of the land reform on housing reform has been tre-

mendous. The result of the reform is the separation of land use rights and

land ownership. After the reform, individuals are not only able to pur-

chase houses, but also can purchase the use rights of the land on which

their houses stand for up to 70 years. Although the state still retains land

ownership, the land reform has greatly facilitated real estate transactions,

and motivated individuals to invest in the real estate market. Another im-

pact of the land reform is that it has also opened up opportunities for de-

velopers to obtain land use rights for commercial development. Since

land resources in China are extremely limited, commercial developments

are usually carried out in populous residential areas. As a result, the allo-

cation of land use rights between private property protection and com-

mercial development has become a controversial issue. However the

government is not well prepared for the conflict with private ownership

and economic development. Only a few years into the reforms, new

homeowners found that their properties were obstacles in the way of

economic development. In the unbalanced tug-of-war between individual

homeowners and deep-pocketed developers, the government sided with

the latter by changing zoning plans to fit commercial development, au-

thorizing forced evictions, deploying judicial police to execute eviction

orders, lowering compensation standards, instructing courts not to hear

cases involving demolitions, blocking class actions, etc.

Private home owners and commercial developers came into existence

at about the same time the land and housing reforms began in China.
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They were intended results perceived by the reformers. For the govern-

ment, housing reforms significantly relieved its burden for providing

public housing to urban residents. For residents, it was an opportunity to

own a home, a dream quietly cherished by generations. For developers,

the reforms created an unprecedented opportunity to profit from con-

struction projects. However, the seemingly win-win-win scenario soon

met harsh reality.

Turning away from orthodox Marxism, the current government sub-

scribes to a new ideology—GDPism, which means that economic growth

takes precedence over any other social goals of the government. Apply-

ing GDPism to eminent domain, the government gives full backing to

commercial real estate development. In order to attracting investment,

increase economy growth, and improve national image, the government

narrowly construes transaction costs as the sheer costs for developers.

Consequently, the value of private property is left out of the equation. In

the absence of a system of enforceable property rights, powerless private

owners are unfairly forced to bear the cost of economic development.
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